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Abstract
A sample of 200 studies empirically analyzing deterrence in some way is
evaluated. Various methods of data mining (stepwise regressions, Extreme
Bounds Analysis, Bayesian Model Averaging, manual and naive selections)
are used to explore different influences of various variables on the results
of each study.
The preliminary results of these methods are tested against each other
in a competition of methodology to evaluate their performance in fore-
casting and fitting the data and to conclude which methods should be
favored in an upcoming extensive meta-analysis. It seems to be the case
that restrictive methods (which select fewer variables) are to be preferred
when predicting data ex ante, and less parsimonious methods (which select
more variables) when data has to be fitted (ex post). In the former case
forward stepwise regression or Bayesian Model Selection perform very well,
whereas backward stepwise regression and Extreme Bounds Analysis are
to be preferred in the latter case.
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1
11 Introduction
Crime and deviant behavior matter to society. This insight has been common
knowledge for millennia and theoretical concepts to deter undesired behavior
with criminal prosecution were already developed centuries ago (e.g. the rational
behavior approach by Beccaria (1819) from 1764 and Bentham (1830) from 1770
or thereabouts)1. By comparison, empirical studies verifying the effectiveness
of criminal prosecution have emerged only recently. Following several isolated
studies such as Michaels (1960), Schuessler and Slatin (1964) or Clarke (1966),
numerous studies emerged after Becker’s seminal paper (Becker, 1968) founding
an economic theory of the behavior of rational offenders and Ehrlich’s extension
and empirical verification (Ehrlich, 1973). A current summary of the theory of
public enforcement can be found in Polinsky and Shavell (2006).
Up to now more than 1000 studies which empirically verify the deterrent effect
of the probability of apprehension and sanction (or similar determinants) have
been published. This paper is part of an extensive meta-analysis of these studies
and deals with the question of which determinants are most influential on the
result of such a study, using a random sample of 200 of the acquired studies2.
The available data base contains several hundred variables which, since there is
no overall unifying theoretical underpinning available, could all be important in
explaining the huge diversity of results found in the sample.
This study does not focus on the detailed determinants but is instead concerned
with the question by which means significant determinants can be found. Several
methods (stepwise regressions, Extreme Bounds Analysis, Bayesian Model Aver-
aging, manual and naive selections) for evaluation and multiple ways to compare
them are presented and how well the methods perform against each other is an-
alyzed. This is in line with the findings of Ferna´ndez et al. (2001), but utilizes
a unique data set in a field where interrelations are neither theoretically nor em-
pirically assured and is thus truly explorative in nature. We focus on common
methodology in data mining and well-known benchmarks of estimators to identify
relevant information.
1The years in brackets refer to the cited versions whereas the other years refer to the first
Italian publication (Beccaria) and the writing of the manuscripts (Bentham). The latter dates
are taken from biographies of both authors.
2At the time this paper was written we had acquired approximately 500 studies. We expect
to eventually acquire ca. 800 studies from which we will use 700 in the upcoming meta-analysis.
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We find that methods which include fewer variables (forward stepwise regres-
sion, Bayesian Model Selection) are favored when (out of sample) predicting
unknown data and less parsimonious methods (backward stepwise regression,
Extreme Bounds Analysis) perform better when existing data has to be fitted
(ex post prediction). Although our results may not be applicable for completely
different data they may nevertheless be a guide for future meta-analyses in other
fields or data sets with many variables.
The paper is organized in five sections. Section 2 describes the data and especially
the endogenous variable which is to be estimated. Section 3 introduces and briefly
describes the various methods which are used to estimate the data. Section
4 then explains the final weighting scheme used and the various loss-functions
implemented to assess the estimation quality of the estimators. Finally section
5 tabulates the results of the tournament of methodology and concludes with an
assessment of the findings.
2 The Data
Our data base consists of the information from 200 studies which empirically
verify the deterrent effect of general (legal or social) threats to prevent individuals
from committing offenses (i.e. general deterrence). These offenses include all
kinds of crimes such as the classic types like homicide and petty thefts, as well
as driving under the influence, tax evasion, environmental pollution, cheating
in class and other offenses. In keeping with Beyleveld (1980), studies dealing
primarily with specific deterrence (the effect of actual punishment on recidivists)
are not considered3 as well as studies dealing with antitrust-enforcement, immoral
but not illegal behavior, animals or nuclear deterrence.
The acquisition of these studies and the recording of the data was undertaken
by two different groups. One group, located in Heidelberg, was responsible for
sociological (or similar fields) studies while we, located in Darmstadt, were re-
sponsible for economic (or similar fields) studies. The aforementioned 200 studies
are a random sample of the approximately 500 studies we had acquired upon com-
mencement of this paper. We expect to eventually retrieve approximately 800-900
out of about 1100 studies found (some, mostly old working papers, cannot be re-
3Exceptions are studies with individual data of released prisoners as long as recidivism was
not the focus of the study.
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trieved although they are certainly relevant). As of now our ”data base” always
refers to the information provided by those 200 studies.
Since the data acquisition is part of an extensive meta-analysis of empirical de-
terrence studies we wanted to record a large amount of information. Therefore
we developed a set of 490 variables to catch all kind of characteristics of each
observation4 provided by each study. These variables can be partitioned into two
separate parts: the first part, about 130 variables, covers all general information
about the study itself (characteristics of the publication, the author, the kind of
study, the utilized data, quality aspects of the study, etc.) while the second part
captures characteristics of each observation (characteristics of the independent
and dependent variables, the used explanatory variables, aspects of the model,
detailed information of the results, etc.). To evaluate the data we merged both
parts by duplicating the study variables for each observation. A study which
provides n recorded results is thus represented by n rows in the date base - the
first part of each row is exactly the same, the other part may be more or less
different (depending on the results) as depicted in table 1.
To perform our meta-analysis we decided to resort to four different variables which
evaluate the deterrence hypothesis: the t-values, the p-values (5 categories: ≤
0.001,≤ 0.01,≤ 0.05,≤ 0.1, > 0.1 and all other significance-measures (F-values,
χ2-values, z-values, etc.). Additionally, we always have the sign, i.e. whether the
result supports (right sign) or rejects (wrong sign) the deterrence-hypothesis and
the general opinion of the author for six different subsets of crime and deterrence
(violent, property and other crimes - the probability and severity of sanctions).
In this study we resort only to the t-values for reasons given in subsection 2.1.
2.1 Imputing t-Values
To include as many observations as possible in our analysis, we have to convert
all significance-measures, when feasible, to a common scale avoiding loss of in-
formation. Since almost all can be converted to t-values and they are usually
used in modern meta-analysis (Stanley, 2001) (since they are very well suited for
regression methods), these are our favored candidates. The t-values are imputed
in the following way:
4By observation we mean a result a study reports. For example, if a study tests the deter-
rence hypotheses for each of the seven index I crimes in the United States with one regression,
it contributes seven observations to our data base.
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• when a coefficient, its standard deviation and degrees of freedom is given,
it is calculated exactly
• if not given, the degrees of freedom are approximated by the number of
observations minus the number of explanatory variables
• p-values are transformed by the inverse t-distribution, choosing the p-value
uniformly from its respective interval5
• all other values are transformed likewise by their exact p-value
• if the number of observations is missing, it is assumed to be 300
These transformations introduce further measurement errors but the advantages
should outweigh arising disadvantages. The major problems are:
• The p-values are given in categories (e.g. 1%, 5%), not in exact numbers.
The underlying p-value can lie in any subset; thus the transformed absolute
t-value will be underestimated6.
• Almost no study gives the degrees of freedom but rather (if at all) the num-
ber of observations. The error arising from the (overestimated) degrees of
freedom should be small. Nonetheless, this introduces a slight underesti-
mation of the transformed t-values.
• Not all authors state explicitly whether the tests they use are one- or two-
sided tests. We always treat those (rare) cases as two-sided tests, resulting
in a slight overestimation of the transformed t-values.
• Some given t-values are only asymptotically t-distributed, but this should
also pose only a minor problem7.
In the remaining paper we will call all originally given t-values the true t-values
and call the rest imputed t-values.
5A result which is significant on a 5% level is treated as being uniformly distributed in the
interval 0.01 < p ≤ 0.05.
6For various reasons authors restrict themselves to a specific set of levels: therefore a p-value
of 0.000234 might still be recorded as a significance on a 5% level.
7There is always the potential problem that any value is not distributed as stated when
certain assumptions are violated but ignored or not tested.
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2.2 Adjustment of Variables
Our data contains many variables with missing entries. There are two main
reasons for this: either the information was not available from a study (e.g.
whether the used data is representative, some characteristics of surveyed people,
the year the data was gathered, etc.) or the information was not-applicable for
the kind of study (e.g. survey characteristics for time-series studies, name of
journal for books, etc.). Since we want to exclude as little data as possible,
we treat missing or not applicable information as zero values. Excluding these
observations would either result in zero observations (there are always variables
not applicable to a study) or restricting the analysis to very narrow subsets
(with rarely more than a few dozens observations). Imputing variables is only
reasonable for specific subsets and would be very difficult, even in these subsets,
for various reasons:
1. There are variables which could be imputed but every imputation method
would be questionable (e.g. the nationality of the author or whether the
used data is representative).
2. Variables are not independent. For example the used data set will be cor-
related with the nationality and the field of the authors.
3. It is not easy to identify the correct neighbors to generate the imputed val-
ues. To calculate the imputed values (e.g. the mean or correctly distributed
random value) requires to identify all applicable observations. For exam-
ple to impute various characteristics of surveyed people we would have to
identify all similar survey-studies beforehand.
Thus we do not exclude observations with missing values at all but treat missing
information as unique values8.
2.2.1 Weighting
As mentioned before, the data recording was done by two groups. One con-
centrated on sociological studies, and we worked mostly with economic studies.
Since many economic studies report several results to show that their results
are robust to changes in the model, to contrast petty models or other reasons,
8There are some rare cases when a variable can take the value zero (e.g. the percentage of
males in a sample) but these are negligible.
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time restraints made it necessary to restrict ourselves to one9 result per crime
per study (otherwise we would have to record about 3.5 times as much). Rupp
(2005a) showed that choosing one random result should be better than using the
mean or median of all values.
This makes it necessary to weigh the observations in our data base in some way.
In principle there are three different approaches from which we chose the last
one:
1. Leave everything unchanged: use the unweighted observations (these may
heavily bias the result if ”our” studies differ systematically from the rest,
which seems be evident.
2. Treat each observation equally: weight each observation in such a way that
the sum of all weighted observations of each study is equal to the total
amount of results it contains. This would be an approximation of the case
in which we recorded all results and would bias our estimates in favor of
those studies with many results.
3. Treat each study equally: weight every observation by the inverse number of
the observations. If a study not recorded by us provides n observations it is
weighted by 1/n. A study recorded by us of which m out of n observations
are in our data base, each is weighted by 1/m. Therefore the sum of all
weights of each study amounts to one.
Since ”our” studies seem to differ significantly from the other (which can be
readily appreciated by examining table 2) and the number of results per study
varies substantially (from one to several hundred), we decided to use the latter
weighting scheme.
2.3 Model Selection
In principal there are three different approaches to this problem:
1. dropping seemingly unimportant and keeping important variables,
2. use all variables and weight them according to their impact,
9When appropriate, we additionally recorded the favorite results of the author (if not already
chosen randomly); but these are not studied here.
73. choose those variables which should be important on a subjective basis.
Before or after the application of such a method we can try to condense certain
variables, e.g. using factor analysis.
Since we have no prior knowledge of the quality of any methods, we must assess
the quality by statistical means. Therefore, we will test all methods in a tourna-
ment (consisting of out of sample prediction and fitting) and then evaluate which
methods seem to be the most useful in our scenario.
3 Employed Methods
The literature on data mining provides us with many possibilities to retrieve any
assumed information resulting from the data. We have chosen to implement a
set of methods with methodologically different approaches. They can be divided
into two categories:
1. Selection of variables. The method selects specific variables which are then
used in a standard regression analysis.
2. Selection of the estimator. The methods produce an equation by which the
endogenous variable can be estimated.
3.1 Naive Approach
The naive approaches we use here as the lowest benchmark are the mean t-value
(i.e. the empty set of variables) and the full set of variables (except those which
are dropped by the statistic package due to singularity problems).
3.2 Extreme Bounds Analysis (EBA)
The principle is to regress all possible combination of k (out of N) exogenous
variables on the variable to be explained and to track the distribution of the
associated t-values - see Leamer (1983), Leamer (1985) or Levine and Renelt
(1992). Results are then derived from analyzing the distribution of these t-values.
We have implemented three kinds of EBA:
• the strong (weak) sign test: the influence of a variable is important if all (a
α quantile) of its t-values are of the same sign;
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• the strong CDF-Test: a (1− α) confidence interval of the mean lies left or
right from a critical α′ confidence interval around zero.
• the extreme CDF-Test: the maximum (minimum) t-value is smaller (bigger)
than a critical value (eg. ±1.96).
Although EBA has been used in many cases ((McAleer and Veall, 1989),(Bartley
et al., 1998),(Levine and Renelt, 1992) or Sala-I-Martin (1997)) it has several
disadvantages:
• Computing the statistics of all (N
k
)
combinations is computationally im-
possible for even a small amount of variables for large k. Our own ad-hoc
implementation in STATA (StataCorp LP, 2006) requires one gigabytes of
data per five million regressions and has a runtime of O(Nk). Therefore,
the largest k possible is 3, resulting in approximately 15 million regressions
generating about 3GB of data (k = 4 would result in 1671 million regres-
sions, taking 113x more time to run and would generate ca. 337GB of
data; even a supposed optimization of the algorithm would make this not
feasible).
• Errors of the second type increase with the number of observations (in this
case combinations). Further information on the vote-counting problem can
be found in Hedges and Olkin (1985).
• It is an unresolved problem whether the calculated t-values should be
weighted (e.g. with the ML of the respective model, refer to Sala-I-Martin
(1997)) – this can improve the conclusions (minimizing the influence of ob-
viously improper models) or dampen them (since all models, whether high
ML or not, will suffer from severe omitted variable bias).
Results from EBA could be further analyzed by applying a Response Surface
Analysis (RSA) as sketched by (Florax, 2001) but this was not done here due
to computational constraints (in combination with an EBA the algorithm has a
runtime of O(Nk+1)).
3.3 Stepwise Regression
We use the algorithm implemented in STATA (StataCorp LP, 2006). Basically
it starts either with all (or no) variables and drops insignificant and includes sig-
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nificant variables with subsequent re-estimation until there are no more variables
to be in- or excluded.
We set the level of inclusion p1 to 0.001 to account for selection bias (rule of
thumb according to Lovell (1983)) and the exclusion level p2 to 0.1 since there are
448 possible candidates. A first regression declared 37 to be significant on a ten
percent level, so we calculated the adjusted significance levels to be 37/448·0.05 ≈
0.004 (inclusion) and 200/448·0.2 ≈ 0.1 (exclusion; the desired maximum number
of 200 was chosen arbitrarily). 59 variables were dropped due to singularity
problems.
Hendry and Krolzig (2000) showed that these adjustment can be avoided when
the data mining algorithm accounts for the selection bias as is the case with
PcGets (Hendry and Krolzig, 2006) but since this accumulation of statistical
tools didn’t achieve any better results10 we resorted to the well studied stepwise
regression methods.
3.3.1 Backward Stepwise Regression
The basic procedure is rather simple:
1. start with the full model,
2. exclude the least significant included variable if its p-value is above p2,
3. include the most significant excluded variable if its p-value is below p1,
4. exclude the least significant included variable if its p-value is above p2,
5. reestimate and repeat steps 3 to 4 until neither is possible.
3.3.2 Forward Stepwise Regression
The forward procedure will typically find less variables than the backward pro-
cedure but is methodologically almost identical:
1. start with the empty model,
2. include the most significant excluded variable if its p-value is below p1,
10One reason may be that it does fit time series models better than this data set of very
heterogenous cross-section.
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3. exclude the least significant included variable if its p-value is above p2,
4. include the most significant excluded variable if its p-value is below p1,
5. repeat steps 3 to 4 until neither is possible.
3.4 Bayesian Model Selection (BMS)
The basic idea of calculating the probabilities of all models using Bayes Theorem
and choosing (one of the) the most probable is quite simple and intuitive (see
Raftery et al. (1997) and Hoeting et al. (1999)).
1. calculate for model ∆ the probabilities over all possible models Mk, given
the data D (δk is the vector of model parameters of Model Mk)
P (∆|D) =
K∑
k=1
P (∆|Mk, D)P (Mk|D),
P (Mk|D) = (P (D|Mk)P (M)) /
(
K∑
l=1
P (D|Ml)P (Ml)
)
,
P (D|Mk) =
∫
P (D|δk,Mk)P (δk|Mk)dδk,
2. chose the models with the highest posterior probability.
Nonetheless its implementation poses several difficulties (also see Koop and Pot-
ter (2003) or Chipman et al. (2001)). We used the implementation in R (R
Development Core Team, 2006).
1. The quality of the results hinges on the selection of the hyper-parameters
necessary for the calculations. They can be chosen manually, be calculated
from the data or simply set on trivial values. Since we do not possess any
usable information about the priors, we chose to take uninformative priors.
2. In some cases the conditional probability of the data P (D|Mk) cannot be
calculated and has to be approximated.
3. The runtime depends crucially on the number of possible models. With-
out prior informations and even restricted to the simple in/exclusion of N
variables 2N models have to be taken into account.
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3.5 Bayesian Model Averaging (BMA)
BMA is in principle the same as BMS with the exception of using the information
of all models with the weighted (with their posterior model probability) average
of each coefficient instead of the coefficient of the most probable model.
Again there are several disadvantages to cope with: the previously mentioned
hyper-parameters can affect the quality of the predictions (without prior knowl-
edge uninformative priors have to be used or they are optimized according to
some criteria), the huge model space incorporates all 2N models and therefore
optimization algorithms and monte carlo methods have to be employed in our
case (depending on the individual case, normally 40-50 variables can be used
without monte carlo algorithms).
3.6 Manual Selection
We further chose a set of variables based on our own assessment. Since theoreti-
cally derived variables are scarce in the field of meta-analysis, most of the chosen
variables stem from an ad-hoc selection which seems reasonable.
3.7 Other Methods
The methods above are essentially all linear regressions. Other, non-linear meth-
ods should be useful for verifying any conclusions. The methods below were
tested only on a smaller data set and we did not include them here. On the
one hand, it would be difficult to compare their performance11 and additionally
it would have been very time consuming to prepare the data and perform the
calculations.
3.7.1 RSDA
The methods described above are all some kind of regression. It would surely be
helpful if other methods, completely different from the principle of minimizing
noise, would lend support to any results produced by the various regressions
methods.
11Although they can be used as selection algorithms this would not fully exhaust their po-
tential.
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We have shown in Rupp (2005b) that Rough Set Data Analysis (RSDA) is ap-
plicable in principle. The method - refer for example to Pawlak (1984), Pawlak
(1991) or Du¨ntsch and Gediga (2000) - relies on finding repeated patterns (rough
sets) across the complete data matrix in the nominal data space (thus all ordering
information is not considered). During this process the method produces infor-
mation of the importance of the variables thus indicating which variables should
be further studied and which can be neglected.
Since the runtime depends crucially on the number and structure of the variables
they should be recoded to fit the method. Since this process and the adjacent
analysis are very time consuming, the application was postponed and will be
undertaken with the final data set (which will include the data of additional 500
studies).
3.7.2 Decision Trees
Decision trees (Quinlan, 2003) have also been evaluated but the results indicated
that there were not enough data to draw any reasonable conclusions. Therefore
the implementation has also been postponed to the final data set, which will
include approximately four times as many observations.
4 Assessing Prediction Quality
To study the quality of the various methods we randomly partition the data
into a training and test-set of equal size. We use (true and imputed) t-values
as endogenous variable; we can use 1961 observations from the 200 available
studies. We chose the size of 50% for the test-set instead of the usual size of
about 10% because otherwise the test-set would only contain observations from
a few different studies. Each method described in section 3 is then used to
estimate the data and resulting values of various loss-functions (see section 4.1)
are recorded.
This procedure is repeated nine times; thus we have ten observations for each loss-
function of each method. Since the Bayesian Model Averaging methods required
12-36 hours for each run (with a maximum of 50 variables in each submodel) we
did not consider it for additional runs. All estimators (except the bayesian) were
computed using weighted OLS and were computed with STATA (StataCorp LP,
2006). All bayesian methods were computed with R (R Development Core Team,
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2006).
4.1 Loss-Functions
We employed a wide variety of loss functions to distinguish various characteristics
of the different methods of analysis. Each loss function has its own justification.
Most of them are symmetrical (punishing deviations in both directions likewise)
while asymmetrical loss functions are also possible (e.g. punishing upwards de-
viations less than those downwards or negative more than positive) but are, at
least to some extent, arbitrary.
We calculated the 95% confidence intervals of the mean loss function values to
see whether any method is significantly superior to the naive estimators.
• RMSE: the root mean squared error:
√∑N
i=1(yi − yˆi)2.
The most commonly used loss function. The lower its value, the better the
estimates are.
• cor.: the Pearson correlation between y and yˆ. There shouldn’t be any
negative values; the closer to one the better the estimates are.
• U: Theil’s (new) inequality coefficient
√
PN
i=1(yi−yˆi)2PN
i=1 y
2
i
and its decomposition
– U.bias = (y¯−
¯ˆy)2
1
N
PN
i=1(y−yˆ)2
,
– U.var =
(sy−syˆ)2
1
N
PN
i=1(y−yˆ)2
,
– U.cov =
2(1−ρ)sysyˆ
1
N
PN
i=1(y−yˆ)2
.
U should be zero in the case of perfect, and one in the naive, estimation
(any values above one indicate that the estimator is worse than the naive
estimator). The estimation errors are divided into U.bias (systematic error
in the mean value), U.var (systematic error in the variance) and U.cov (un-
systematic random error). These should add up to one (except for rounding
errors). The perfect estimator has a U.cov of one.
• RMSPE: the root mean squared proportional error:
√∑N
i=1(
yi−yˆi
yi
)2.
Similar to RMSE but measures the error relative to the true values.
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• CI.hit: the fraction of predicted values in a c · sy confidence interval of y.
In our case we set c to 0.5.
• Signed: ∑Ni=1 1[y>yˆ] should be Binomial(N, 0.5) distributed when the errors
are distributed randomly around zero.
The values should not be close to any significant value - in principle the
larger the better although any value above 0.2 should be sufficient to reject
any systematic unbalance.
• neg2pos4: a loss function which punishes large deviations in the case of
positive values much harder:
√∑N
i=1
(
1[y<0](y − yˆ)2 + 1[y>0](y − yˆ)4
)
We implemented this loss function since we have an abundance of negative
but only relatively few positive values. With this function we can see if an
estimator fares better with positive values.
• fsRMSE: false sign root mean squared error:
√∑N
i=1 1[yi·yˆi<0](yi − yˆi)2.
This function is very similar to the RMSE-function but only punishes those
estimations which carry the wrong sign. We implemented this because the
sign of an estimation is, to some degree, even more important than the
extent of a deviation.
• Min. dev. and Max. dev.: the maximummax (y, yˆ) and minimummin (y, yˆ)
deviation.
• Mean pos.: the mean positive deviation 1[yˆ1>y] · |yi − yˆi|,
• Mean neg.: the mean negative deviation 1[yˆ1<y] · |yi − yˆi|,
• Mean abs.: the mean absolute deviation 1
N
∑N
i=1 |yi − yˆi|.
Additionally we performed a general encompassing test (Clements and Harvey,
2004) by regressing y =
∑#E
i=1 βiyˆ
(1) + ε and analyzing the calculated coefficients
cEncomp. and the respective p-values pEncomp. (#E is the number of com-
peting estimators). Good estimators should have coefficients near one and low
p-values since they should contain most of the required information.
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5 The Tournament
Our final data set consists of 448 variables which are either continues or indicator
variables with 1961 observations. The variation of each variable can be very
different (from almost none to the uniqueness of each observation). Performing a
factor analysis beforehand did not bring forth any usable results and was therefore
neglected.
5.1 The Competitors
We gathered all estimators (see section 3)into different groups:
naive The naive approaches which select either none or all variables.
SET0 The naive estimator - the mean weighted t-value of all observations
(i.e. a regression with the constant only).
SET1 All 448 variables are used (except those dropped because of singu-
larity problems).
selective We select sets of variables following simple rules.
SET2 All remaining variables after removing the collinear variables and
those with a p-value ≥ 0.2; 133 variables remained.
SET3 A set of 192 manually selected variables (which are considered im-
portant by the authors).
stepwise Backward and forward regressions. With regard to (bib) the inclusion
criteria was a p-value below 0.004 and the exclusion criteria was a p-value
above 0.1.
SET4 Backward stepwise regression (starting with all variables) to deter-
mine the sets of variables; 282 variables selected.
SET5 Forward stepwise regression (starting with no variables) to deter-
mine the sets of variables; 71 variables selected.
SET11 Full forward stepwise regression in every run (thus not only the
variables but also the coefficients are determined by stepwise regres-
sions; this is implemented only in the case in which less than the full
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data set was used as the training set). 44 to 62 variables were selected
(depending on the actual run).
EBA Extreme Bounds Analysis with different inclusion criteria. All variables
with a gini-coefficient which do not lie within a 95% CI of the mean gini-
coefficient are excluded beforehand12.
SET6 weak Extreme Bounds Analysis: the 1%- and 99% quartile of the
t-value-distribution have the same sign. 282 variables were selected
with this selection criteria.
SET7 strong Extreme Bounds Analysis: all t-values share the same sign
and the 1%- and 99% quartiles are smaller (larger) than−1.96 (+1.96).
86 variables were selected with these criteria.
SET8 extreme Extreme Bounds Analysis: all t-values are smaller (larger)
than −1.96 (+1.96). 31 variables were selected with this criteria.
Other selection criteria were tested but these were chosen in order to achieve
the desired amount of variables (one large, medium and small set of vari-
ables).
BMA Bayesian Model Selection and Averaging. Due to computational limita-
tions only 50 variables were allowed to be included in any submodel at any
time. The best 15 models were selected.
SET9 All variables are selected with a posterior probability ≥ 0.95 after
a Bayesian Model Averaging procedure. 40 variables were selected.
SET10 Full Bayesian Model Averaging in every run. 49 variables were
selected (the constant is the 50th).
5.2 The Contest
We use three different methods to compare the quality of the various estimators.
In table 3 we see how well the estimators fare to predict the data. We randomly
selected 50% of the data to calculate the regression coefficients (the estimators)
12The gini-coefficient was calculated as the quotient of mean and median t-value. All variables
which lie outside an interval of twice its standard deviation around the mean gini-coefficient
are excluded since these results seem to be unreliable.
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and estimated the remaining data (the estimation). We chose to use 50% (instead
of 80 − 90% which is more common) because observations from the same study
already share many characteristics. This procedure was repeated ten times - the
mean values are shown in the table. The bold cells emphasize the best value in
a row while the light (dark) grey cells mark those entries with means which are
significantly (5%) better (worse) than the best of the naive approaches.
It is obvious that the forward stepwise regression performs very well compared
to all other methods. It performs best in most criteria and especially has the
highest correlation, best hit ratio and is uniquely favored by the encompassing
test. Only the sign-test indicates that the estimation error is systematically biased
(although U.bias is not conspicuous). The BMS method seems to come second;
although its explanatory power (correlation, R2, U.cov) seems to be weaker it
has only small mean deviations (especially the mean absolute deviation and the
root mean squared percentage error). It is interesting to note that performing
stepwise regressions on the individual partitions is worse than doing OLS on the
stepwise-selected variables to such an extent. The same applies to the difference
between BMS and BMA; it should be mentioned that the means given for BMA
inhibit a very large standard deviation - in some runs it performed very well, in
others extraordinarily badly.
In table 4 we test how well the estimators are in reproducing the data. The whole
data set is used to establish the estimator, and all t-values are then re-estimated.
Bold cells are the best entries in each row.
SET6, the variables selected by the weak EBA, seems to perform best. It is
somewhat surprising that the encompassing test favors the backward stepwise
regression method although its remaining benchmarks seem to be quite poor (the
only exceptions are the mean deviations and the root mean squared error of the
predictions with false signs). This might be an artifact since the encompassing
test includes three methods all with a large number of variables which ”play” in
opposite directions. The following table will clarify to what extent the methods
outperform the naive estimators.
Analogously to table 4 we use the full data to calculate the estimators but esti-
mate only 50% chosen randomly from the data. This is repeated ten times. The
mean values are shown in table 5. The same notation as in table 3 applies. This
was done to study whether any method performs significantly better than the
naive methods.
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Naturally the values are very similar to those in table 4. The same arguments
apply here. The variables selected by the weak EBA perform significantly better
than the naive approaches in most categories. The backward stepwise regres-
sion method is favored by the encompassing test but can outperform the naive
approaches only in fsRMSE test.
5.3 And the Winner...
depends on the aim of the researcher. Shall the estimator fit (ex post prediction)
the existing data as well as possible? Or should the estimator predict (ex ante)
unknown13 data?
One general conclusion seems to be that selecting fewer variables is better for
predicting but worse for fitting the data. Bayesian Model Averaging seems to be
particularly unsuited to predicting but performs adequately in fitting the data.
This may come from utilizing too much detailed information from some studies
which are rather specialized and not suited to be used for other studies because
Bayesian Model Selection, which is inherently similar to BMA, performs quite
good in predicting the data and only slightly worse in fitting them. In our scenario
BMA does not perform as well as in Ferna´ndez et al. (2001) who compared the
naive estimator, one EBA version and BMA in the case of a moderately sized set
of variables in the country growth context. Since they concluded that BMA was
superior to EBA, this suggests that there is no rule of thumb when to use which
method.
Stepwise regressions are suited for both (forward to predict, backward to fit). The
same argument as for the Bayesian approaches may be applied here. Not only
does EBA perform moderately well in fitting the data, but the least parsimonious
EBA performs very well in fitting the data and is many respects better than the
stepwise regressions. BMS, as mentioned before, performs very well in predicting
the data but only moderately in fitting them. The contrary applies to the manual
selection which actually performs only moderately in fitting and is quite poor
in predicting the data - we must mention that we did not test a reduced set
of manually selected variables which probably would have performed better in
predicting the data.
13Since many predicted observations come from a study which is also used to calculate the
estimator, the unknown data is not really completely unknown.
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Since the out of sample prediction is the commonly preferred way to judge a
forecasting method, we come to the following conclusions:
our data To judge the importance of the variables we prefer forward stepwise
regression and BMS for selecting those variables which should be studied
further. A subsequent analysis could then prove if these are really suited
for building a model, drawing robust conclusions from it and for judging
the influence of these determinants on the results of a deterrence study.
general data When dealing with data sets with many variables in an exploratory
context it seems advisable to employ methods which resort to s small se-
lection of really important variables. Including too many variables seems
to dilute any findings. It may not be a good idea to rely on ”expert opin-
ions” in selecting the variables when they are not derived from an overall
unifying theoretical underpinning (and even then important variables may
be missed).
The set up presented here is not hard to implement (except for the EBA method
which has still not found its way to standard statistical packages) but may be
very time consuming when many variables are involved. This makes it even
more important to decide before an exploratory analysis how to determine which
variables are to be taken into account or how the estimator is to be selected.
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Table 2: Weighting t-values and source of data
source Obs. Mean sd. Min Max
Darmstadt, unweighted 584 −1.498709 2.517713 −14.59 7.83
Heidelberg, unweighted 1377 −1.072549 1.789821 −13.18 11.7
both, unweighted 1961 −1.199463 2.042657 −14.59 11.7
Darmstadt, weighted 584 −1.826989 2.773109 −14.59 7.83
Heidelberg, weighted 1377 −.8748881 2.518862 −13.18 11.7
both, weighted 1961 −1.356271 2.691893 −14.59 11.7
The rows of the unweighted data refer to the first weighting scheme: leave everything un-
changed. The rows of the weighted data refer to the third weighting scheme which weights each
study equally. Naturally the number of observations and the extreme values are not affected
by weighting.
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